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Abstract—Increasing deployments of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), following the trend of the Internet of Thing (IoT),
heightens the probability of the spatial overlap between WSNs
in the same local area. The direct communication between
distinctive networks can be supported by the direct
interconnection between sensor nodes in any possible
intersecting area. The packet transfer between the neighbouring
networks offers multiple benefits by sharing data or network
resources. However, the communication protocol adopted by
each WSN can be different due to its conditions design and
preferences preventing transmission and reception of packets
from other network domains. One of the possible solutions for
the compatibility problem is using a lightweight communication
protocol for communication across the boundary while allowing
networks to use its preferred communication stack inside its
domain. This work investigates the MAC algorithm used for
communication across the network boundary. The
synchronous/asynchronous duty cycle MAC algorithm is
practically evaluated by using a testbed. The experiment results
suggest using the synchronous duty cycle protocol for
communication across the network boundary consumes less
energy offers improved latency and reliability than the
previously proposed asynchronous duty cycle protocol. 

of the data transfer [7]. Additionally, the direct
interconnection can be used to access public resources or
services provided by the neighbour network [2], [4]–[6]
Although the cooperation between WSNs with direct
interconnection has many benefits, the implementation of
this concept needs careful consideration in many aspects.
Since the deployment of each distinctive WSN may be
designed for different tasks and conditions, the
communication system may be different based on the
optimum solution in its design problem [6], [8].
Therefore, the difference in the communication system is
one of the main issues for the direct connection between
different WSNs.
The concept of the Opportunistic Direct Interconnection
(ODI) between WSNs, considered by previous works [4],
[5], [9], suggests using an addition embedded lightweight
communication protocol for packet exchange between
network domains which use different communication
protocol stack [6], [10]. However, the suitability of the
MAC algorithm used in the implementation of this concept
is still not experimentally investigated. On this paper, we
report the investigation of the media access control
algorithm for cross-boundary packet exchange. We have
considered two solutions; one selected protocol
synchronises the duty cycle of the paired node (SYNCMAC) and the alternative employ the asynchronous duty
cycle technique (ASYNC-MAC). The experimental results
show that the synchronisation of the duty cycle can reduce
energy consumption and improve latency as well as
reliability in comparison with the algorithm utilizing
asynchronous duty-cycling.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
the framework of ODI. Section III focuses on the MAC
protocol for ODI. Section IV describes the experimental
setup. Section V discusses the results of the investigation.
Section VI concludes the investigation.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, MAC algorithms,
opportunistic direct interconnection

I. INTRODUCTION
WSN is proposed as an alternative approach for
monitoring the physical world providing the interaction
gateway for IoT. Moreover, the related technologies, as
well as the number of deployed sensor nodes, rapidly
advance in recent years. The predicted number of
connected IoT devices will reach 25 billion devices by
2020 [1] suggesting that distinctive physical network
domains in a local area are likely to encounter each other
in the future. The cooperation between the neighbouring
domains can bring multiple benefits to each participant or
the collective entity as a whole [2]–[6]. The
interconnection with the neighbour can be used to trade
the energy by redirecting the network load [3]. The
availability of an alternative connection can be used to
provide connectivity between network sectors in case of
the connection problem enhancing the quality of services

II. DIRECT INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN CO-LOCATED
WSNS
According to the Open Systems Interconnection model
(OSI-Model), the multi-domain interoperability of a
communication system can be considered in abstract layers.
The consideration of the compatibility problem needs to
begin from the physical layer to the application layer.
This section shows the overview of each communication
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stack regarding the ODI framework. Fig. 1 illustrates the
functionality of the communication protocols in each

protocol stack to support cross-boundary packet transfer.

Fig. 1. Protocol stack of data exchange across network domains according to ODI framework

Physical Layer Nowadays, multiple standards,
disciplines, and vendors exist for the communication
systems of WSNs. The implementation can differently
employ several available off-shelf products such as IEEE
802.15.4-compatible radio chips or other well-known
solutions (ANT/ANT+, Z-Wave, Bluetooth LE, and LoRa)
[1], [11]. If the waveform uses for the communication
standard is different, the capability of the radio must be
investigated whether it is tuneable to a common
waveform on a common logical channel. If it is not the
case, the mote platform needs an extra radio to implement
this concept. Nonetheless, this work assumes the
interoperability of the physical layer between separate
WSN entities considering that there is a significant
probability of the radio compatibility by similar types of
WSNs.
MAC Layer The implementation of the ODI
framework uses multiple MAC protocols interchangeably.
The internal MAC protocol is referred to the MAC
protocol in the original communication design and the
other lightweight MAC protocol (ODI-MAC) is assumed
to be commonly known to all participant networks used
for the ODI tasks including neighbour detection and the
flow control of Tx/Rx across the network boundary. The
algorithm of ODI-MAC must be viable to any condition
changes and imposes minimal side-effects on the original
network design. This paper focuses on the practical
investigation and comparing two versions of ODI-MAC
in term of its baseline performances.
Network Layer The cross-boundary packets can only
be sent/received by the boundary nodes located in the
coverage of the neighbouring network. At the arrival of
neighbouring packets, the boundary nodes must be
capable to determine the destination of the packets.
Typically, all cross-boundary packets are assigned to
the data collection point, unless the implemented routing
protocol is capable of P2P routing such as AODV [12].
The registered packets flow can be directly assigned to
specific nodes in the network. Nonetheless, the routing
protocol must at least support the bidirectional (upstream
and downstream) route such as RPL [13] to the data
collection point in order to relay the cross-boundary data
through the data collection point.
Application Layer The participant networks can
exchange the public resources referred to as ‘handshake
©2021 Journal of Communications
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process’. The handshake data can be exchanged in a
compact representation such as request & response of
resources in compressed CoRE Link Format using CBOR
or JSON [14], [15]. After the handshake process, the
available resources can be accessed and the observable
resources can be subscribed for a regular update [16].
From the above consideration, the network layer and
the application layer do not need to undergo a critical
modification for direct interconnection. The implemented
routing protocol can be different as long as it can find the
roundtrip route between boundary nodes and data
collection points. The common format of application
payload is already defined for querying resources and
services. Therefore, one of the most critical problems of
the ODI concept is on the MAC layer.
III. MAC PROTOCOL FOR OPPORTUNISTIC DIRECT
INTERCONNECTION
The concept of MAC protocol considering
interexchange between different WSN domains is
discussed by previous works [4], [5]. Instead of using a
single MAC protocol in the link layer, the concept of
multiple MAC protocols in one system illustrated allows
the network design to choose the optimum MAC protocol
for its conditions and tasks while enjoying the benefits of
interexchange between network domains. A separate
MAC protocol handles the ODI activities including two
functions [5], [6]:
 Neighbour Discovery Detection and Negotiation
with neighbouring networks.
 Cross-Boundary Transmission Sending and
Receiving packets across the network boundary.
Previous works on ODI arbitrary choose the
asynchronous duty cycle MAC protocol (ASYNC MAC)
to regulate cross-boundary transmission for the feasibility
study [4]–[6].
According to Fig. 2, nodes at the network boundary
(Boundary Node: BN) switch the communication channel
between its internal network channel and the common
channel used for cross-boundary transmission. The
active/inactive interval in the common channel is not
synchronised. Senders wait for a beacon from any
appropriate receiver as the clear-to-send signal before
initialising the transmission process. At the same time,
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the same beacon can be recognised as the
acknowledgement of the preceding data reception. In this
case, BNs can exchange packets with any active BNs of
the neighbour that spontaneously arrives at the common
channel as shown in Fig. 3(a). However, the probability
of the collision is highly considerable since all BNs stack
the data during a substantial inactive interval sending its
pending data after reception of the same BEACON.
Moreover, the idle listening in the common channel
causes BNs to idle and neglect the internal packet transfer.

demonstrates the sequence of the proposed synchronous
duty cycle protocol.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To compare the performances of the mentioned two
cross-boundary MAC protocols, the scenario of a packet
exchange between two star-topology WSNs is set on a
12-EZ430-RF2500 [17] testbed as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Sink Node B
UART Serial Port

B1

B0

B2

B5

Common Channel
Data Collection Point

A1

A2

UART Serial Port

Fig. 2. The theoretical timing diagram of Tx/Rx across network
boundary using asynchronous receiver-initiated protocol (ASYNC
MAC) [5].

A5

A0
Sink Node A

Fig. 5. Experiment setup for investigation of impacts of collision and
frequency setting of cross-boundary transmission period by varying
number of BNs, the cross-boundary transmission period

Each star network uses its logical channel for internal
packet transfer, however, periodically listens to the
common channel and send a beacon for checking the
presence of neighbouring networks. All remote nodes are
in coverage of each other except sink nodes. Since the
cross-boundary exchange is a secondary objective to
exploit the connection with the detected neighbour, the
interconnection interval must be very concise to minimize
the absence of nodes from their primary duty. Thus, the
average period between two consecutive cross-boundary
transmissions (CBT-Period) should be set at the optimum
value. In this case, BNs are likely to hold packets for the
neighbouring domain, therefore all nodes contend for the
access to the common channel. Therefore, the high rate of
cross-boundary packet reception is used in this test
scenario where BNs receives cross-boundary a packet
every two seconds and sends a sensing data packets to the
data collection point every two seconds. The default
cross-boundary period is set at 6 seconds. This setting
causes BNs to store cross-boundary packets at any crossboundary transfer event for simulating the contention at
the network boundary. Nodes wake up from the lowpower mode every second and use the strobed preamble
low power listening protocol for internal communication
(Native MAC). Sink Node is set always active to
minimise the effects of the internal communication on the
measured results.

Fig. 3. (a) BNs exchange data with any possible nodes without a
predefined schedule (b) BNs remains in communication pair
synchronising active time in a common channel
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Fig. 4. Sequential diagram of cross-boundary packet exchange using
synchronous duty cycle (SYNC MAC) reducing waiting time in a
common channel.

Alternatively, BNs can remain in synchronization
becoming active in the common channel at almost the
same time with its paired partner to minimise the interval
of the data exchange as shown in Fig. 3(b). The
introduced synchronisation of the active/inactive interval
can mitigate the collisions, idle listening, and minimize
the impact on internal communication. Fig. 4
©2021 Journal of Communications
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performances;
reliability,
latency,
and
energy
consumption. The packet delivery rate (PDR) is
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contention between communication pair cannot be
completely avoided, its impact is relatively small.

calculated by the ratio of the packet successfully retrieved
at the data collection point and the total generated packet.
The average of the measured travelling time represents
the latency of the system. The 95%-confidence interval is
used to represent the statistical inference.
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The consideration of using a synchronisation is the
energy costs induced by the overhead. The power
consumption shown in Fig. 7 illustrates the superiority of
SYNC MAC in terms of energy usage, even though
nodes must maintain handshake for synchronisation.
Moreover, the lower power consumption also implies that
the idle listening on the common channel is minimised.
The retransmission caused by the collision solving
outweighs the costs of handshake according to the results
of the transmission rate measurement. Additionally, the
regular handshake can be used for checking the readiness
before the actual payload transfer.
One interesting perspective of the investigation is the
performances on the variation of the cross-boundary
transmission period (CBT-Period). This parameter should
be considered based on the requirement of the channel
capacity and the latency. The parameter is also indirectly
coupled with the amount of stacking data. By varying
CBT-Period, the trend of the network performances on
the density of the data packet can be observed. (Fig. 8)
Increasing CBT-Period results in less frequent
transmission opportunities, i.e., lower channel capacity.
At the saturation point, PDR begins to decline with the
increasing CBT-Period because the incoming packet rate
exceeds the outgoing packet rate. The PDR curve of
ASYNC MAC drastically turns @CBT-Period = 6s while
the PDR of SYNC MAC begins to decline @CBT-Period
= 8s. Therefore, SYNC MAC possesses a significant
higher channel capacity than ASYNC MAC in the same

BN Pairs

Fig. 6. Impacts of contention on collective network performances. PDR
is represented by a mean value and 95-percent confidence interval.
Samples of average travelling time are denoted by mean value and the
standard deviation of samples.

One may think that the increasing number of BNs at the
boundary should heighten the probability of spontaneous
encounters between communication pair thus lessening the
idle listening of ASYNC MAC. In other words, maintaining
synchronisation may be considered inefficient. Nonetheless,
the experiment results in Fig. 6 show that the
synchronisation does considerably improve the reliability
under the contention. The PDR of ASYNC MAC
proportionally increases around two percent per BN pair
in the experimental conditions while the PDR of SYNCMAC remains relatively unaffected from the contention.
The comparison of internal communication (ASYNC/SYNC
MAC Native Data and Native MAC) shows that the crossboundary function does not significantly affect the reliability
of the internal packet transfer. Regarding the latency, the
collision induced by ASYNC MAC causes a proportional
delay of packet transmission at 0.82s per BN pair on
average. However, the samples become more scattered
with the contention. In other words, the strict level of the
quality of service is very hard to achieve in real practice.
On the contrary, SYNC MAC defines a fixed
communication pairs eliminating irrelevant reception and
overhearing, the setting of the inactive period becomes the
main contribution of the travelling time. Although the
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listening and internal data transfer are the main energy
costs rather than the consumption of the cross-boundary
functions. If the data is always available at the boundary,
the power consumption is relatively constant regarding
the setting of the CBT-Period. However, the comparison
of the power consumption of ASYNC/SYNC MAC still
shows the obvious improvement resulted from the
reduction of the duty cycle by the synchronisation. Under
the experimental condition, the power consumption
shows the gap of 3.2mW between ASYNC MAC and
SYNC MAC confirming the economic advantage of the
synchronization.

condition. Regarding the latency, the difference of the
increasing travelling time rate with CBT-Period is around
0.2 (ASYNC MAC @ 0.98 and SYNC MAC @ 0.78)
because the synchronised communication pair can
accomplish a successive transmission better than the
asynchronous communication.
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The spontaneous interconnection of WSNs can offer
many benefits. However, the interoperability should not
require each WSN to optimise its internal communication.
Under this assumption, WSN should allow nodes in the
neighbour’s coverage to communicate across the
boundary. Previous works suggest the asynchronous
MAC protocol for cross-boundary communication.
However, the investigation shows that using the
synchronous communication can offer a more welldefined link with the neighbour reducing the duty cycle
and improve the reliability and the latency
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Fig. 8. Impacts of cross-boundary transmission period on collective
network performances.
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